
We are your strategic sourcing specialist for utility wire and 
cable. Available 24/7 to provide support in the aftermath of any 
disaster. From our warehouses, nationwide, we offer a complete 
line of Overhead Bare Aluminum T&D Conductors, Service 
Entrance Cable, Spacer Cable/Tree Wire, Guy Wire, Bare Copper 
Conductor, Copper Clad Steel, Aluminum Clad Steel, Substation 
Control Cables, Hardware and more! 
At AWG, our emergency response capabilities set us apart from 
our competition. We work with our customers around the clock 
until power or service has been fully restored.
AWG specializes in custom cables and hard to find items, 
ensuring that we can assist emergency response teams in 
locating the components and electrical hardware that they need.
We maintain a national network of distribution centers 
and warehouses, ensuring that we can respond quickly to 
emergencies in virtually any part of the country.
Our facilities are located across the country:

Florida | Puerto Rico | Pennsylvania | California

Emergency 
Management 
Services

Emergency Response Case Study
When Hurricane Sandy hit the Northeastern United States in 
2012, power lines were destroyed throughout the region.
The hurricane ended on a Friday morning, and AWG began 
receiving calls that evening for assistance in restoring felled 
power lines. Our staff rose to the challenge, working through the 
weekend to deliver more than $2 million in transmission and 
distribution lines from our stock, with the first 75% delivered in 
less than 24 hours.
Utility operators throughout the Northeast praised AWG for 
our support in restoring service to residents of New York, New 
Jersey, Connecticut, and Massachusetts.
In addition to Hurricane Sandy, the AWG team has supported 
restoration and relief efforts during Hurricane Dorian, Hurricane 
Irma, Hurricane Maria, and Hurricane Ida, working closely with 
FEMA and utility providers throughout the United States and the 
Caribbean.
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